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Elements of design value photography

Download Elements of Art in Photography iBook here (iPhone, iPad, Mac) The fine art of all media, seven basic elements of art. There are also the principles of planning, but I can get to another post. I studied art at Young Harris College. While we only apply these to other media such as painting, charcoal, and pencil drawing, they are just as applicable to photography! The seven elements, in no particular
order, are texture, line, color, shape, shape, sound, and space. This post is just a brief description of each item along with an example. In the future, I will participate in detail with all seven elements and how you can apply them to your own photo shoot. While most of the tutorials online are technical things like sharpness and contrast, there isn't much information about the artistic side of photography. When
you set up these elements and create a shot, you can really turn the photo into a work of art. Basic compositions like the rule of a third can work wonders in that photography, but considering some or all of these elements makes the work of something people really love! Here is the link to each future post. Texture line colorform shape tonic space The first element of art that can be applied to any subject is
texture. Texture Texture is quite self-explanatory - find things that have interesting textures and including them in the photograph. In the case of portraits, a textured background, such as a worn, rustic barn, can stand out from the subject and provide a creative background. Textured skin adds character to interesting people, giving them a story. The texture of the water in this photo makes it much more
interesting than a photo still water. Line Line can mean a few different things. Guide lines can move the viewer's eyes in a photo — the diagonals are great. Repeating lines that fade in the background bring the viewer back into the picture. Lines are not always straight; The line of the model's body can create an S shape that leads the viewer's eyes along his body. Notice the lines or fingers in this fly fishing
photo all lead your eyes straight to the subject. Color is a very basic element. You can mix the primary colors of red, blue, and yellow to create secondary and tertiary colors, and finally create a color circle. Colors in contrast to each other on the color circle complement each other and work well together. That's why it's always red, green (Christmas), blue orange (sports team), and yellow purple (Lakers).
The orange hair and blue sweater in this portrait are complementary colors. Shape Objects in a photo, such as a rectangular door, a round tree, or square tiles, add a shape to the image. These can be used as frames for the theme or just an interesting piece of that art. The round shapes in the picture above are what make this picture Then it is. Form form, we take a two-dimensional photograph and it
seems life-like and three-dimensional. This is usually achieved by regulating the light on the subject. There are many different lighting settings for portrait photography that give form to objects of varying degrees or shapes and intensity. With the help of carefully placed lights add light and shadow to the right place in order to create a three-dimensional look of the photo. Tone Tone gives the image contrast
and vivid sound with varying degrees of light and dark light. Black and white photos rely entirely on tone due to lack of color. The tone makes the subject stand out from contrast. Don't be afraid to use the sound to really isolate the theme, especially the black and white image. Space Space is another element that gives depth to the image. Each image must have a foreground, midfield, and background. This
is an easy way to move the viewer's eyes around the image and even back into space. The location can refer to both the positive and negative places in the photo. Positive place is occupied by something like the topic. Negative is an empty or empty space that can still contain something. There's a negative space between the two positive squares. Observe the different foreground of the leaves, centered
on the rocks, and against the background of the trees in this photo is a stream. If you liked reading this, please be sure to share it with the link below and send it to someone you think might be interested! In the next few days, weeks, or however long it takes, I'll go into detail about each element of art and how to use it to improve photography. If you want to follow along, be sure to like your Facebook page
or even subscribe via email on the right side of this page! Here are links to each future post. Texture line color form tone space Thanks for reading! If you liked reading the elements of the art photography series, you will want to look at the principles of the design of photography. Click here to download the new free wildlife photography eBook The value of the term is used in the language of art to read the
value of light. The more light, the higher the value. White is the highest or easiest value. On the other hand, black is the lowest or darkest value. Colors have value, too. For example, yellow has a relatively high (light) value, while violet has a relatively low (dark) value. Then why is value important? Value is very important for drawing and painting, because value changes create contrast. Contrast is needed
to help us see and understand the two-dimensional artwork. For example, the non-value contrasts with the words on this page and the background; you will find it difficult to read what is here. Conflicts of assessment can also attract interest in artistic works. Our eyes feed the contrasting areas, so artists use it to show us what they think. Value scales Values are charts that show the variable values of a
tonal. A typical value scale has incremental steps that run from dark to light, or vice versa. The scale can also be a continuous slope of the tones; where the change mixes and the tone steps are not visible. Here's an example of both types. We continue the series, which talks about elements of art, to help create stronger images that are related to the viewer. This article looks at value, which is the lightness
or darkness of an object or color. You may also remember that in our article about COLOR, we touched on the VALUE, which you can review here. You can use value to express your design principles. These include balance, movement, pattern, repetition, rhythm, ratio, variety, focus, contrast. Understanding these elements and principles helps us improve the visual organization of our images. This allows
us to create stronger visual communication. Use Value &amp; design principles of photography Note the differences in value controlled by both lighting and style, in this photo of twins. There is visual contrast (principle) between the subjects and tissues. This drew emphasis (principle) on topics. There is a sense of balance (principle) as the darker boundary draws the eye to babies. In the photo below, you
can see how controlling light can create the illusion of depth through contrast (principle). Lighting has created values that fall into the shadow, midtone, and peak range. The result is a three-dimensional feel due to the direction and quality of light. Elements of Art - Value This value scale displays a range of values from dark to light. Painters and illustrators can create a value scale that is used as a reference
for defining and organizing values in their graphics. Using the value scale helps them create an illusion of depth in two-dimensional graphics with highlighting and shadows. As photographers, you can probably refer to this tonal scale. This scale is divided into 3 parts that identify darker shadow tones, midtones, and lighter highlights. Like painters and illustrators, photographers strive to reproduce sounds on
the color gamut by controlling the fall of light. If all sounds in an image fall into one of the 3 sections, the image is often considered flat. If an image contains sounds in the highlights and shadow areas, the image is considered to have a higher contrast. By controlling light, we ensure that shadow and highlight are present in the right areas, we can create the illusion of depth in our photographic work. In this
video, you can see the effect of changing the position and direction of light. Notice how Kelly's face changes as the light moves. As the position of the light changes, the different characteristics become more/less loud. Don't just write how the light falls on Kelly's face, but also how the density of the background changes. When less light falls in the background, thrown into the shade shade we see a greater
difference between the object and the background. These are examples of how we use Value by adjusting light to create contrast, balance, and focus (principles). Using Value in Design as a business owner is important to have visual communication skills. Whether you're arranging marketing materials, creating social media graphics, or designing model calls, art theory helps you communicate clearly. In
design, we can use the value differences to create contrast that draws emphasis to an area. You can also use this value to create a hierarchy, visually indicating whether something is more or less important. Here are some examples of how you can use Value to help deliver a message more efficiently. Using Value (Element) to create contrast (principle) The text on the left is hard to read because it's not
enough to contrast sharply. On the right, we used a solid-color block for contrast and focus (principles). This creates a separation from the photo image and first points to the most important message. Use value (element) to create a hierarchy &amp; Highlight (Principles) The following examples show how value differences can be used to communicate the hierarchy between text lines. In both examples, the
illustrations on the left show equal weighting with all text. Nothing seems more important than anything else. When we change values, we emphasize and prioritize. In the dark purple example, note that the brightest text dominates the dark background because the contrast is greater. In the light blue example, note that darker text dominates the light background. We have also moved the scale of the text on
the right to move forward on the issue. While not a wonderful example of design (!) these graphics show how value convey contrast, focus and hierarchy. In these very simple specimens, we want to capture the attention of newborns. And we want to make sure they know how to contact us. Once involved, you can then read the remaining information and make a decision about whether to contact us.
Conclusion All elements and principles in this series should be considered for both photography and design work. Many of them will be intuitive - in fact, you'll probably already apply them. Others spend time and practice. Start by observing and analyzing the things around you. Check out ads and photos in magazines, music album cover art, posters and brochures in your community, and more. Or visit a
virtual gallery from the comfort of your smartphone to browse the work of the masters. Masters.
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